Abstract. We show that an attribute system can be translated (in a certain way) into a recursive program scheme if and only if it is strongly noncircular. This property introduced by Kennedy and Warren [20] is decidable in polynomial time. We obtain an algorithm to decide the equivalence problem for purely synthesized attribute systems. This is the second part of a work which has been divided for editorial reasons. Sections 1.2, .3,4 can be found in the first part. The numbering of theorems, propositions, etc. . . . indicates the section: Theorem 3.16 can be found in Section 3.
Primitive recursive schemes and attribute systems
For all strongly noncircular attribute system, a primitive recursive scheme of same type can be constructed which defines in every interpretation D the functions q&y: introduced in Section 3. Then we characterize the p.r. schemes defined in this way.
Convention.
In nearly all this section, we shall assume that every attribute corresponds to at most one nonterminal. Say J% = {q(a)} for each a in A. This is clearly not a loss of generality. We shall write qa instead of qPa,s (since S is determined by a).
Construction of C(r)
Let (r, y) be a strongly noncircular attribute system of type (P, F) (we shall use the notations of Section 3). The argument selector y will be fixed once for all. We construct a scheme z(r) as follows:
(1) We take Y = p,(h) as set of parameters.
(2) For each a in &') such that S = ~(a) and y(a, S) = y'"y"' l a 9 Y('~I we introduce a function variable qesa of arity Sy'l'y'*' l l l y (m! and of sort a. We let Qi denote the set of all such fur:ction variables. ( 3) IFor each pa in Qi and ea& p in P of arity S& l l l Sn and of sort S we shall I define an equation rp,(p(xt, . . . , Xn)', y(l), l l , y'"') = 7 (5. 1.1) for some distinct variabllea x1, . . . ,, xn of sort SC z . . . , Sn respectively s!zd for some r in .4&F u a, {xi, . . . , x", I$*), . . . , y'"'}).
The set of all such equations will form our primitive recursive scheme with parameters. It is of type $P, F). Let us now explain how bve construct r in (5. 1.1) . To do so, we consider the semantic rule of r,., defining n (e ,I. We assume it to be of the form a(e)=s [.. .,zI,e),. . ., b(j),. . .3 (5. 1.2) for some inherited attributes z in ALh' , for some j's in [a II some syii&ssiped attributes b in A:, and for some P-term s. Fact 1. z belongs to (y' I', . l . , yfrn').
Since (5. 1.2) implies cl(~) +Pz(~). Hence z E ~(a, S) = {y(l), . l . , y'"'}. AssumiPag for a while. that Fact 2 has been proved and that we have defined all the q,i for all the 6 ( j)'s occurring in the right-hand side of (5. 1.2) , we can define the term r as follows (where s, the z's and the (6, j)'s are as in (5. 1.2 The set DEF is the union of an increasing sequence (DEFi)iao* We define DEFi and rC,k for all ci,k) in DEFi -DEFi-1 by induction on i: -DEFo = 8.
-DEFi+l is DEFi augmented with the set of c(k)'s satisfying one of the following exclusive conditions:
(i) c is synthesized, y(c, Sk) = z(I). . . ztMfi and each of z"'(k), . . . , t'"l"(k) belongs to DEFi, in this case we define: (ii) c is inherited:, the semantic rule of &, which defines c(k) is c(k) = s'[. . . , z(c), . . . , d( j'), . . .] (5.14)
for some F-term s', for Some z's in {y'*), . . . , ylm'}, for some j"s in [n] and some d's in A$ such that d (j') E DEFi ;
in this case we define:
(5. 1.5) Going back to the question we started with, we need only show that. b(j) belongs to DEF = Ui>o DEFi. Let US recall that we denote by Wl( p) the set (b(i) 11 G i s p(p) and b E Asi}. ' Let us show that W'=jw E Wl(p)lb(j) -*p*.? w and IV& DEF} is empty (see Definition 3.12 for *P,y). Assume the contrary. Since WI(~) is finite and +P,7, has no cycle ( y has been assumed noncircular) there exists some c(k) in W' such that c(k) -)Ay w for no w in IV'.
Either we are in case (i) and some of the zCi"(k) is not in DEF. But c(k) -+? z(j') (k)
hence b(j) +EY z(") (k ) and z(") (k) E W' contradicting our choice of c (k j.
Or we are in case (ii). At least one of the following two cases must occur: (a) 2 is not in {y(l), v . . ,; lrn) } for some z(g) occurring in the right-hand side of (5. 1.4 ). Hence we have which implies z E ~(a, S) = (y"', . . . , y(m)) since y is closed. Contradiction, (b) d( j') is not in DEF, hence d( j') E W' and. this contradicts our choice of c(k). Hence W' = 8. Since b(j) +Ey b(j) this implies that Q(j) is in DEE;. This concludes the proof of Fact 2 and the construction of X(r).
5.2.
Theorem. Let rbe a strongly noncircular attribute system of type (P, F). One can construct a primitive recursive scheme with parameterX(r), of same type which defines the functions q&y? in every F-interpretation D.
Proof. The system of equations C(r) defined in construction (5.1) is clearly a p.r. scheme with parameters of type (P, F). Since for every F-interpretation D such a. system has a unique solution, we need only show that the functions v:~' satisfy X(r)\ to achieve the proof.
This fact follows indeed from construction (5.1).
Let a, S, p be as in (S.l) , let t be a tree of the form p(tl, : . . , t, for all (P= in cP. As in Definition 4.12 we shall consider M(P)@D, the (PuFu 43)-magma associated with (c&,~~. In particular we shall use deropMtplr;t3D : M(P u F u @, {xl, . . . , x,z, y 'I), . . . , ~'"'3)~
Wsing the inductive construction of the T&S, one can show that derop~cp,oCr(7c,k)(?~, . . . , tn, j;(l), = . . , jj("')) = c&)(k)(jJ"', . . . , gem') for all c(k) in DEF.
From the construction of equation (5. 1. l) , one finds that derap~t~l&~)(f~, . . . , t,, $'I, . . . , $"')) = a&)(~)($*', . We define a strongly noncircular attribute system r and construct C(r) to illustrate construction (5.1).
Let JV = (S} and P be the ranked (N-sorted) signature (p, 4, ri with p(p) = 2, P(4) = p(r) = 0. Let A(') -{a, b) and Ath'= (y, 4. Let F = (fi, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, gl, ~2, h, h2) be a one-sorted signature. We define r as follows:
For p (of rank 2) we define: The equation Z(I'),,, will be by (3 We let rP = {Q,, Qb, Q=} and we obtain immediately:
We only need to define J5(I')P,,a :
Hence we need T*J such that T,J = Q&lr gl(u, Q&, Q));
this is impossible (unless we use tlhe least fixed point operator p as in [3] ). Hence construction (5.1) fails for r because of the circularity
which precisely causes yo not to be noncircular.
For the second system r' of (3.20) we obtain:
Note that (Pi never degbends on u:
+'Qc(C Q&, gdu))) + ha.
T,J -gl(u) and finally
We are aiming to characterize the schemes associated with strongly noncircular attribute systems. We first consider the special case of schemes associated with purely synthesized systems i.e. attribute systems such that Alh' = (b. Note that purely synthesized systems are always strongly noncircular (Proposition 3.22).
Proposition. The class of primitive recursive schemes of type (P, F) coincides with
the class of schemes associated with purely synthesized attribute systems of same type.
Proof.
It is obvious that J&(r) has no parameter if kF is purely synthesized. We give the proof of the converse as a preparation for the proof of Theorem 5.10 which generalizes the present proposition and is more diEcult.
Let C be a p.r. scheme of type (P, F) with a set @ of function variables. We construct r by taking 44(h) = QI and A(') =:: CB. (where s is an F-term and the Us are in @, ie. in n's') we associate the semantic rule a(E) = s[. . . , b(i), . . .] and put it in & In this way, we build a purely synthesized attribute system 1: By mapping a in @ onto rp, one establishes an isomorphism, (i.e. a renaming of function variables) between C and C(r).
In order to characterize the schemes associated with attribute systems in thP general case, we need a definition. for all equations &,cp written as above.
Note that p and cp' may be :he same. In this case our conditions concern the subterms of the right-hand side of a same equation. Note also that # and #' may be the same. In this case our second condition impllies that vi = vi for all j, i.e. that the subterms #(xi, VI,. . . , LJ,) and #'(xi, v;, . ' ., &,,r) are the same.
Finally, a p.r. scheme with parameters is well-presentable if it can be transformed into a well-presented scheme by a renaming of the parameters in each equation. Clearly this transformation does not modify the functions computed by the scheme.
5.7, Remariks.
(1) Any p.r. scheme without parameters is well-presented. Since the set Y is empty, conditions (5.61) and (5. 6 .2) are trivially true.
12) Schemes containing equations of the forms
are certainly not well-presentable. The value p (p, 1, y ) cannot be defined to satisfy (5. 6.2) . In the first case we need and in the second case we need from (4).
Hence c_l is not a mapping.
Let us now rename y into z in equations (l), i2) and (3). This gives us a scheme 2'. In particular, equation (1) becomes:
Now, we have to define &p, i, y) and P(F, i, z B for i = 1,2. We find:
from (4),
from (4).
Hence our new scheme is well-presented. The former is well-presentable.
(The reader will note that C' is isomorphic to Z(r) constructed in Example 5. 3 . 5. 9 . Proposition. Let 2' be a primitive recursive scheme with parameters. There e.&s an algorithm to decide whether C is well-presentable.
Prdof. Let C be given. LeF us first rename the variables of Jr' in all equation of C in such a way that: -sorts are preserved, -condition (5. 6 .1) is satisfied, i for any two function vatiables q and $ # g, there is no variable common to PA&,) and PAR($).
This is clearly possible (we can assume that I' contains sufficiently many variables).
We start now constructing the various p (p, i, y ) (as in Example 5.8). As soon as we are faced with a pair of equalities:
(1) dp,
we consider the following two possibilities: (ii) If case (i) does not hold, then we can stop: the scheme we started with is not well-presentable. If no pair of equalities of the form (1) can be found, then this means that (56.2) is satisfied and that we hzp,e obtained a well-presented scheme, and, more precisely a renaming of the variables of the initial scheme showing it to be well-presentable. The proof of the correctness of this algorithm is left to the reader. By doing the same for all a in A (') a(p) and all p in P we obtain semantic rules defining the synthesized attributes. We construct &I, . . . , & exactly as above, using clauses (cu) and (p), and we obtain the semantic rule y"'(i) = s[&l/v19 . . . , &&] (5. 10.4) and put: it in &,.
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Note that we put it in rp since we started from an equation &,, that i comes from the consideration of b (xi, ZQ:, e . . , v,,.J and that j is the rank of the subterm, namely vi, from which we have really defined our semantic rule. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.2 where the elements of &, which are relevant to the construction of (5.10.4) are circled with dots. These artificial semantic rules will never be used to compute any synthesized attribute in any situation. An example will be presented lbelow (see Example 5.12).
Let us finally note that for all a in A") and all p of sort u(a) we have one and only one semantic rdle in & defining a (E). Hence we have obtained an attribute system r of type (P, I;') . We must now show that r is strongly noncircular. Let us take for y the mapping PAR,, nanlely: !, N(a)) = PAR(a) for a in Ats'!:= @), otherwise the value of y is of no interest.
Let us cormsider some p in P and the relation +E,, on W(p) defined in (3.1).
Claim. For all w in W(p) and all y in A'ln), if w -)& Y(E), then either
(i) w = a(&) for some a in A("' and y E Vary (7) where r is the right-hand side of&p Le. of (SSQ,1), or (ii) w = y'"(i) for some y(j) in Ath) and some i in [p(p)] and y E Vary(T) where 7 is the right-hand side of (5. 9 
.3), or
(iii) w = b(i) for some b iE A(') and w aY w' for some w' satisfying (i) or (ii) above.
The proof is an induction on the number of steps between w and Y(E). We obtain immediately that y is closed: by case (i) of the claim, a (E ) +,EY y (E)
implies that y belongs to V4ar 1' (7) which is included in PAR(a). Similar remarks can show that + p,Y has no cycle. Once .J is strongly noncircular. Finally, by mapping a onto (P= one defines an isomorphism of C onto C(r) (i.e:. a renaming of the function variables). The proof of this point is left to the reader. 5 .11. Example. .Let us construct the attribute system r associated with the wellpresented scheme C' of Example 5. 8 .
We let Ath' = {y, z} and A(') = {$, 0). We now give r' and indicate how each semantic rule bar, been obtained by (2'), Note that r' is exactly r up to the renaming of $ into a and of 8 into 6. This is not surprising: the semantic rule: y (2) = h (y (E)) h as not been used to construct C as noticed above. Hence there is nothing in C to recover this semantic rule.
Example. Let
r,: (
a(E) = i(y(E)) by (3) a'(E)= j by (3).
This shows that requtring the inherited attribute y to be defined at all nodes of sort S whenever S E A',, is two strong. A more subtle condition should be found to make an isomorphism between well-presented p.r. schemes and strongly noncircular attribute systems. This question is left for a further work.
5.13.

Chirica and Mhtin 's construction wvisited
Ir! his appendix we want to show that conditions (1) (closure and noncircularity Qf kn argument selector) can and (2) of Definition 3.1 be naturally found if one wants to eliminate the p-operator (&t?oting the least fixed point of a function) from the general construction of [3] . Rather than proving this point in full generality we shall consider a typical case. Let us consider a production p of"sort S and of arity S&. We assume that: and we assume that the semantic ru!es associated with p are:
and Ai, Yi are terms over F.
Of course, we have replaced B i(e) by ai, yi(1) by yi if 16 j s n, yi(2) by JJ~ if n -t 1 ~j s 2n, xi(E)
by xi, etc. without ambiguity by our choice of names for the attributes.
We have to consider a tree t of the form p(tl, t2) and we let -di denote the mapping AXI, . . . , A,, . qai(t)(xl, . . . , x,) for 1 s i s m, -6 denote the mapping hyl, . . . , j',, . q+$#yl,.
. . , y,) for 1 s js .7, -Cl denote the mapping &+I,. . , ,'y2,, . qcr(t2)(yn+l,. . . , yz,J for 1 G 1 s m.
in the following equations, which are the translation of equations (16) and (17) We obtain the following equations: Let us now consider how p can be avoided in (I) and (2) . Note that p is not needed in (1) since ai,, . . 7 ak do not appear in the expression Jne takes a least fixed point of, and jj is expressible (possibly with p) by (2) .
Henc< /.L is avcI4able if and only if it is in (2). Since the variables yl, . . . , yzn appear at the right, the only possibility i 3 avoid ~1, is when thle /$s are known to depencl on certain of the variables in (y 1, . . . , y,*} and the (7;s on certain of the variables in
i.e. when some argument selector y can be found, such that
Yh w E iv19 l l l ? yn) and y(ci, &) ~{y~+l,. . . , yzq} for all i = 1,. . . , m. This allows to eliminate g from (2) if and only if y is noncircular (see (3.12)).
If this holds, then (2) can be formally solved and yi can be defined by a finite term Yf written with the symbols of F, the &s, the Er's and the variables x1, . . . 9 x,,.
Putting this in (1) we obtain for l<iQn. But fii is not allowed to depend on all the variables x1, . . . , x,,, only on those in y(ai, S) (which must also be specified since S can appear in the arity of some other production). This means that in (3), all variables of {x1, . . . , x,,} appearing in the right-hand side must be in Y(ai, S). This holds for all productions if and only if y is closed.
Hence we state (without any more proof) 5. 14 
The equivalence problem for attribute systems
We heave shown in Section 3 that the equivalence pro%m for attribute systems reduces to an equivalence problem for certain tree transducers, namely the mappings cp$ : M(P), + M(F, Y).
We show in this section that the equivalence problem for purely synthesized attribute systems is decidable. We give a proof in terms of primitive recursive schemes (without parameters) and hope to generalize it in future work to larger classes of p.r. schemes (with parameters), at least to the class of schemes associated with nonnested attribute systems (as defined in (3.2 1) ). This decidability result could also be obtained as a. corollary of the decidability of the equivalence of finite-state deterministic top-down tree transducers proved by Esik [l 11. But we claim our method to be better suited to generalization to, other classes of p.r. schemes (hence of attribute systems).
Theorem. The equivalence problem for primitive recursive schemes is solvable.
The proof needs a number of definitions.
Definitions.
Let C be a pr. scheme of type (P, F) with a set @ of function variables.
Every function variable p defines a mapping ~~:M(P),(,,~M(F),~~). Ev~y element of M (F u P u @, {x~, . . . , x,}) defines a mapping that we shall simply denote by tF in this section.
Our problem is to decide whether (PF = & for given cp, $ in I@, and more generally whether fF =t~fort,t'inM(FuPu@,{xl ,..., x,}). Let us define an equivalence as a pair E = (t, t') of terms of M (F u @, {x1, . . . , x,}) . It 
. . , Un).
Ey the constraints due to arities, each hand side t of an equivalence is of the form for some linear F-term s, some qn,. . . , (P& in Qi (not necessarily distinct), some sequence il,. . . , 
The transduction associated with such a term c is such that for all u 1, uz,, . . . , cjn in Ad(P) of proper sort:
An equivalence E = (t, t') is unsplittabk if there exists a variable x in X such that f E @(Ix}) and t' E M(F, a({~}). In other words, the typical unsplittable equivalence is of the form for some F-term s and some p, pl,. . . , pk in @. We shall use A to denote a false equivalence, typically (a, b) for two different constants a and b in F. We shall consider A as unsplittable too.
With any equivalence E we shalt1 assoriate a finite set of unsplittable equivalences, denoted by SPLIT(E) and defineid by .%lgsrithm 6.3 belo,w. In order to define this a!gorithm, we choose ws in M(P)!; for each S in N. This is possible by the assumption we have made in Ftemark 2. The other parts are simpler to prove.
We shall now develop every unsplittable equivalence into a finite set of equivalences DEV(E) the definition of which will depend on C. 6 .5. Algorithm (Definition of DEV(E)). 1 . If E = A, then DEV(E) = {A). 2 . Otherwise, E is of the form (q(x), t); define DEV(E, p) for all p in P of sort a(p) as follows: 2.1. substitute p(xl, . . . , x,) for x in both hand sides of E where x I, . . . , xm are variables different from x and of appropriate sort; this substitution defines a pair (s, s') of terms in M(F v P v @, X); 2.2. define now DEV(E,p) as the pair (nfr(s), nfz(s')) (note that nf&) and nfz(s') belong to M(F u CD, X)).
Then define DEV(E) = {DEV(E, p) 1 p E P, a(p) = cy (@)i.
Lemma. An umpbtable equimlence E is true if and only if all equivalences illz DEW(E) are true.
Let us define SDEV(1:') as the union of all the DEV(E') for all 1E' in SPLIT(E). l-hence SEDV is a computable function: 8 +P&%') where 8 is the set of all unsplittable equivalences (and PO{%') is the: set of finite subsets of %'). We shall use variable renamings. Hence our uasplittable equivalences will be written with one (srariabie x for each sort in ON: A subset % of Z? is closed if SDEV@) c %' for all E in 5%'.
Xence by Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 the set 9 of all the true unsplittable equivalences is closed. Conversely, Note that for all E in %& SDEV(E) c %'a, hence &, is closed. Let QO be hl\~~s~ QE, the conjunction of all properties QE for all E in &, where, if ~5' == (q(x), u), the property QE is If vO is closed (anld does not contain 4), then Qo is provable by structural induction; we omit the proof of this point (see the proof for Q1 below). Hence QO is true.
Let now Ql be A,Le, QE where for E = (rp (x), u) we denote by QE the following property:
By using the fact that Q. is true, we shall show that 01 is provable by structural induction. For each E = (p(x), u) in %I, let us prove:
We have to show that for each p in PCE,+)) the equivalence DEV(E, p) is true. Note that DEV(E, 17) = (t, t') for some t and t' in M(F). Hence either SPLIT((t, t')) = 8 and t = t' i.e. (t, t') is true, or SPLIT((t, t')) ={A} and t f t' i.e. (t, t') is false. Since % is closed and does not contain -4 the former holds. Hence we have proved (2) and the validity of the: inductive assertion for the constants.
Let us now prove (1) for all t of the form p(tl, . . for the assignment r: (xl= tl, . . . , xn = t,,). It will be a consequence of the validity Al'
each E' in DEV(E, p) for the same assignment. Let E" be such an equivalence; its validity wikl be a consequence of the validity of each equivalence E" in SPLIT( 1~') (by Lemma 6.4) . Note that (a) if SPLIT(E') = 0, then E' is true; (b) SPLIT(E') cannot contain A (SPLIT(E') c Ce since %' is closed and (8: c 8 -
{A))
.
(c; let E" be in SPLIT(E). It may be in %'o hence is true since Qo is tru'e. Otherwise E" is of the form (#(xi), w) for some i in [rzJ some # in @, some w in M(F, @({xi)))* By our inductive assumption E" is valid for the assignment 7. This shows the validity of E' for the assignment T and the same for (3). Finally, we have shown that the inductive step of the principle of structural induction hoids (namely property (3) Let EO be (qx1, Q'x~). Let us start the construction of the tree described in (6.10). For m-ore clarity, equivalences will be written t = t' instead of (t, t'), (which does not rr,ean that they are true).
Nol;te that SPLIT(E,,) = {Eo}.
We start the constru&m of the successors of E. Since the second equivalence of SDEV(Eo) is exactly Eo up to a variable renaming, the corresponding node will not be developed.
We only have to develop El, the equivalence g@xr = 4'~ 1 :
DEV(E1) = {gg& = g@.rz, g/z = gk}, SDEV(E1) = {g@;! = +'.Q, A}.
The A comes from gk = gk which is obviously false. Hence we get the answer: "E. is false". Let us now modify C by replacing the last equation by q'q = gh.
Then SDEV(EO) = SDEV(EI), DEV(E1) = {gg$rcz = g#'xz, gh = gh), SDEV(E1) = {g$xz = #'x2).
But the equivalence in SDEV(E1) is El up to a variable renaming, hence the corresponding node wih not be developed. Our tree is completed (see Fig. 6 .1 (b) and gives the answer "EG is true". 6.12. Corollary. The equivalence problem for purely synthesized attribute systems is decidable.
Proof. This result follows from Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 6.1. 6 .131. Definition. An attribute system is quasi-purely synthesized if the semantic rules defining inherited attributes are of the form y(k) = z(e) instead of the general form (3.1.2).
